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Abstract: Transfer of data and its safety is an issue in this information world. Public key cryptography is indispensable to ensure
both confidentiality and authenticity in numerous applications which comprises of securely communicating. Graph theory is now
being a dominant research area along with number theory, which is primary source for cryptography. Graph theory has various
applications in different fields like network security, coding theory, communication networks and their security etc. In particular,
concept of graph theory is being used in areas of cryptography in various ways. In this paper, we use some methods of encryption
using graphs and mathematical ideas and highlight the principles of public key cryptography
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is defined to be the way of making a
message obscure and unintelligible to everyone except to a
subgroup of communication parties known as legitimate
users. The mindset of cryptographers was focused on
developing ways to merely hide messages while in transit.
The development of technology stimulated the field of
cryptography to introduce new principles of security to
serve the obligation of evolved technologies. This led
cryptographers to expand the requirements of cryptographic
protocols to not only hide messages, but also to develop a
way to authenticate the source of messages and ensure that
the message had not been counterfeited while in transit.
Furthermore, advances in cryptographic analysis
broadened over time so that the range of their applications
could be utilized by a large number of people exchanging
messages. This stimulated cryptographers to find a key
exchange methodology to work in conjunction with the
cryptographic algorithm. The role of keys was to determine
the functional output of the cryptographic algorithm; it
specified the transformation of an original message to an
encrypted message and vice versa. Consequently, security of
cryptographic algorithms should rely on secrecy of the key.
Definition (Kerckhoff’s principle): It states that the
description of cryptographic protocols should be a public
knowledge and its security must rely solely on a secret key
and randomization procedures.
Kerckhoffs principle is an imperative rule in modern day
cryptographic algorithms.
Encryption and Decryption: Encryption is a process in
which plain text data is converted into an unintelligible or
unreadable text called cipher text and decryption is the
process of transforming data that has been rendered
unreadable back to its normal form.

(symmetric) and public-key (asymmetric) cryptography.
The classification is mainly based on the key form used in
the protocol. In private-key cryptography, only one key is
used to convert the message into an unintelligible form and
all parties involved in the communication keep this key
secret. The private key needs to be exchanged via a secured
communication channel. Since both parties use the same
key, there is no way to guarantee authenticity and the origin
of exchanged messages. Private-key cryptography serves a
variety of applications such as files and passwords
protection. However, a problem of key exchange arises
when many parties intend to elaborate in a communication
such that none of them has met before hand or a secure
communication channel does not exist. Using this protocol
requires the creation of approximately n2 keys if n parties
want to securely communicate with each other.
RSA was the first practical protocol standard to solve
this problem[4]. The RSA algorithm is a form of public-key
cryptography and differs from private-key cryptography by
using two keys; one is made public and the other is kept
private to encrypt and decrypt respectively. These two parts
of the key pair are always related in some mathematical
sense. As for using them, the owner of such a key pair may
publish their public key, but it is crucial that they keep the
private key only to themselves. Here, it suffices to create n
keys, generated such that each party generates and publishes
a public key, which is used to encrypt messages by other
parties destined to become key owners. It is also important
to note that the public-key scheme guarantees authenticity
and origin since a key can belong to only one party involved
in the communication. For more details, we refer to the
standard literature [1,2].
These days, public-key cryptography is indispensable to
ensure both confidentiality and authenticity in numerous
applications which comprise securely communicating via
mobile phone or email or digitally signing documents. For
all public-key systems, such as RSA, mathematically
challenging and technically involved methods are employed.

The whole idea of cryptography is:
Plaintext M
C = encrypt (M)

Cipher text

M = decrypt(C)

Public vs. Private Cryptography: Current cryptographic
protocols are classified into two categories; Private-key

Connections to graph theory: Modern cryptography is
highly connected with discrete mathematics. Graph theory
has a great contribution in the development of various
encryption techniques. It is one such field which is being
successfully integrated to provide stronger cryptographic
algorithms. Graph theory is extensively used in encryption.
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In this paper we discuss connection between cryptographic
method and graph theory. In particular, we use selective
encryption mechanism using message specific key and
spanning tree concept of graph theory.
II.

PRELIMINARIES

infeasible to construct given input from output with zero
knowledge of the trapdoor (i.e., the trapdoor serves as a
secret key to compute the function backward).
The remainder of this paper is a discussion of
intractable problem from graph theory keeping cryptography
as the base.

We require few definitions in graphical terminology:
Graph : A graph is an ordered pair G = ( V, E ) consisting
set V of vertices or nodes together with a set E of edges or
links, which are 2 – elements subset of V ( that is an edge is
related with two vertices, and the relation is represented as
an unordered pair of the vertices with respect to the
particular edge ).
Order and Size of graph : The number of vertices in graph
is called order and number of edges is called size of graph.

III.

Firstly we represent the given text or data as vertices of
the graph. Every vertices represent a character of the data.
Now every adjacent character in the given text will be
represented by adjacent vertices in the graph.
Example : We will encrypt the text or data, say C O D E,
which we will be sending to the receiver on the other end.
Now we change this text into graph by converting each letter
to vertices of graph.
C

Weighted graph : Weighted graph is a graph in which each
branch is given a numerical weight. A weighted graph is
therefore a special type of labeled graph in which the labels
are numbers.

E
O

Simple graph : A simple graph, is an unweighted,
undirected graph containing no graph loops or multiple
edges.
Complete graph : A simple nondirected graph with n
mutually adjacent vertices is called a complete graph on n
vertices.

PROPOSED APPLICATION

D
Graph 1: Conversion of letter to vertex
Then we link each two characters which are in sequence
to form a Cycle Graph.
C

Cycle graph : A cycle graph of order n is a connected
graph whose edges form a cycle of length n.
E

Planar or plain graph : It is a graph that can be
embedded in the plane, i.e., it can be drawn on the plane in
such a way that its edges intersect only at their endpoints.
Minimal spanning tree : A spanning tree T of a graph G is
a sub graph containing all the vertices of G. It is a minimal
set of edges that connects all the vertices of G without
creating any cycles or loops. Out of all the spanning trees of
G, the minimum spanning tree is one with least weight.

D
Graph 2: Cycle Graph
Further we label each edge by using the encoding table,
which is followed by most researchers.

One Wayness in Public Key Cryptography:
The central requirement for an operational public-key
cryptographic system is a one-way function; it is the security
core in the development and implementation of public-key
cryptographic protocols. A one-way function is a function :
𝑀 → 𝐶 that is easy to compute for every given input 𝑀,
however, it is computationally infeasible to reverse the
computation. Thus, it is hard to reconstruct the input of the
function given the output 𝐶 and the function 𝑓.
For cryptographic purposes, the one-wayness must
involve a trapdoor element such that it can be reversed if
legitimate users obtain the trapdoor [6].

O

A
1

B
2

C
3

D
4

Table 1 : Encoding table
- W
23

X
24

Y
25

Z
26

The label on each edge represents the distance between
the connected two vertices from the encoding table. So the
edge connecting vertex C with vertex O has a label which is
distance between the two characters in the encoding table.
distance = code ( O ) – code ( C )
=
15
4
=
12
Similarly we can deduce the distances of other edges .
Then we label the graph containing all the plain text letters
and we get

A one-way trapdoor function is constructed in such a way
that it is easy to compute for any given input, but practically
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D

C

Graph 5 : Complete plain Graph with special character

-2

Now represent the above graph in the form of a distance
matrix.

12

E

O
X1 =
1

-11
D

Graph 3: Weighted Graph

0
0
0
0 2
2 0
12
27  2

0 12
0  11 28 


1
0 27  11 0
0  2 28
1
0 

We now construct a minimal spanning tree of Graph 5 .

Such a graph is also called a weighted graph. We have
now added the edges to form a complete graph and further
we then give a label in sequence of our encoding table
moving ahead of maximum number of the table which is 26.
Therefore we can add 27, 28 and so on.

A
2
C

C
-2

12
O

12

E

27

E

1

O
28

-11
D

Graph 6: Minimal spanning tree

1

-11
Then the distance matrix is

D
Graph 4: Complete plain Graph
Then add a special character before the first text character
in the encoding table and this points to the first letter of text.
Say A is special character, then we get
A

X2 =

0
0
0 2
2 0 12
0

0 12 0  11

0 0  11 0
0 0
0
1

0
0
0

1
0

2
Encryption Process :
Now we store the character order in the diagonal
instead of zeroes as follows:
Table 2 :

C
-2

12
27

O

E
28

1
-11

character
A
C
O
D
E

order
0
1
2
3
4

Then the modified X2 is
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0
0
0 2
2 1 12
0

0 12 2  11

0 0  11 3
0 0
0
1

0
0
0

1
4

2

0
1

12

4

2

Now we get a matrix X3 = X1X2

2
24
0
0 
4
0
148  273  53 19 

X3 =  24
12
265
 5 101


122
4 
 54  105 302
 4 334
21  305 1 
Then use a Public Key PK to encrypt X3.

1
0

Let PK = 0

0
0

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 , so that the cipher text

0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1

 78
 74

Ct = PKX3 =  74

 50
 4

391 339  241 125
389 315  241 125
241 588  188 106

229 523  183 5 
334 21  305 1 

We now send the encrypted data Ct to the receiver.
78 391 339 -241 125 74 389 315 -241 125 74 241 588
-188 106 50 229 523 -183 5 -4 334 21 -305 1
Decryption Process :
On the receiver side, X3 is got from multiplying the
cipher text received with the inverse of shared Key Pk-1,
X3 = Ct Pk-1
Then calculate X2 by multiplying X3 by X1-1

0
0
0 2
2 1 12
0

Therefore X2 = X3 X1-1 = 0 12
2  11

0 0  11 3
0 0
0
1

0
0
0

1
4

1

3

-11

Graph 7: Decrypted Graph
We suppose that the vertex 0 is A, and by using encoding
table
Vertex 1 = code (A) + 2 = 3, which is character C
Vertex 2 = code (C) + 12 = 15, which is character O
Vertex 3 = code (O) - 11 = 4, which is character D
Vertex 4 = code (D) + 1 = 5, which is character E
Which gives us the original text C O D E

IV.
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Then X2 represents the below Graph 7, regardless of the
diagonal, we use it to retrieve the original text.
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